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GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN

FINANCE DIVISION
(External Finance Wing)

NOTIFICATION

Islamabad, the 19th January, 2021

S.R.O. 56(I)/2021.— In exercise of the powers conferred by rule 5 of the Naya Pakistan Certificates Rules, 2020, the Finance Division is pleased to direct that the following amendment shall be made in its Notification No. S.R.O. 964(I)/2020 dated the 5th October, 2020, namely:—

"(6) Once the initial investment of twenty million USD by agent banks is fully liquidated, they shall again contribute such amount to the USD pool as may be agreed between the SBP and agent banks from time to time, but not exceeding one hundred million USD per tranche for
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[68(2021)/Ex. Gaz.]
sale and lease back transactions on similar terms and conditions. This investment of the agent banks shall be gradually liquidated on receipt of investments in the INPCs, which process shall continue during the currency of the INPCs. The same mechanism shall be used for the PKR denominated INPCs.”

[No. 3(8)EF (FCM)/2020].

SHERIN TARIQ,
Section Officer (EF FCM).